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Elisa Pellegrino / Hanna Ruch / Volker Dellwo: *The phonetic shape of Zurich and Grison German after social interactions: 8 years of research on cross dialectal accommodation*

Jan Davatz / Tabea Ihsane: *Francoprovençal at the crossroads*

Peter Ranacher: *Spatial Bayesian clustering reveals Swiss-German dialect regions*

Michele Loporcaro / Stephan Schmid / Chiara Zanini / Giulia Donzelli / Stefano Negrinelli: *Language, time and space in Southern Switzerland: The project “AIS, reloaded”*

Johannes Kabatek / Yoselin Henriques / Elena Rosauro: *Mapa del español en Suiza – An online platform on Spanish in Switzerland*

Robert Weibel: *Influence of geographical borders on dialect borders in Swiss German*

Discussion and Apéro